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Abstract. A proper cxrcular-arc graph Is a graph that has an intersection model formed by a fa- 
mily of overlapping arcs on some circle m which no arc contains another A unit circular-arc 
graph is a graph that has an intersection model formed by a family of umt-length arcs on some 
circle. This paper gives structure theorems for proper ctrcular-arc graphs and for umt circular- 
arc graphs. 
1. Introduction 
A graph G is called an intersection graph for F, a family of sets, if 
there exists a 1-1 correspondence b tween the vertices of G and the 
sets of F such that two vertices are adjacent if and only if the associated 
sets intersect. Conversely, F is called an intersection model for G if G is 
an intersection graph for F. If F is a (finite) collection of arcs on a circle, 
then an intersection graph for F is called a circular-arc graph If, in ad- 
dition, no arc in F contains another arc, G is called a proper circular-are 
graph If all arcs are of unit length (the circle could have any circumfe- 
rence), G is called a unit circular-arc graph. Interval graphs, proper in- 
terval graphs and unit interval graphs are similarly defined. In thxs paper 
we present structure theorems, that is, characterizations in terms of for- 
bidden subgraphs, for proper circular-arc graphs and for unit circular- 
arc graphs (the former result was first proved in the author's thesis; the 
proof here is considerably revised). These results generalize Roberts'  
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structure theorem [5] for proper interval graphs and unit interval 
graphs. 
Several authors have investigated interval graphs (see [2] for a sur- 
vey). Interest an these graphs is due to their application to a problem in 
molecular biology [ 1 ]. Roberts was led to investigate unit interval graphs 
by his studies in measurement theory. Given a set S of objects and an 
"indifference" relation I on S, we seek a real-valued function on S such 
that forx  4= y In S, If(x) - f (y ) l  < 1 if and only i f x ly  (and x is pre- 
ferred to y when f (x )  - 1 > f (y ) ) .  G is called an indifference graph if 
such an f exists for the adjacency relation. This f is equivalent to a set 
of (closed) unit intervals (I x } (with midpoints f ix ) )  associated with 
the x's such that I x n ly 4= 0 if and only if x ly .  Thus indifference graphs 
are just unit interval graphs. Roberts [5] showed that proper interval 
graphs and unit interval graphs are equivalent (this is not true for pro- 
per circular-arc and umt circular-arc graphs) and obtained the following 
structure theorem (Wegner [8] obtained a similar result). 
Theorem 1.1 (Roberts [5] ). G is a proper interval graph i f  and only i f  tt 
contatns none o f  the subgraphs in Fig. 1. 
Roberts also obtained a matrix characterizahon of proper interval 
graphs. Renz [4] has some results for graphs with an intersection model 
of connected segments on a tree. The author [6] has given matrix cha- 
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Fig 1. Forbidden proper interval subgraphs. 
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racterizations for circular-arc and proper circular-arc graphs. No matrix 
characterizations of unit circular-arc graphs are known. Finally, we note 
that no standard structure theorems for circular-arc graphs are feasible 
(a large number of infinite families of forbidden circular-arc subgraphs 
are readily seen to exist). 
2. Preliminaries 
All graphs G = ( V, A) will have a finite number of vertices V and 
their adjacency relation A will always be irreflexive and symmetric. 
Subgraphs will be generated by restricting the adjacency relation to 
some subset of vertices. The complement G' = (V, A ') of the graph 
G = (V,A) is defined by: xA y ~, ~xA 'y  for all distinct x ,y  in V. A 
path or circuit (x I , x 2 , ..., x n ) is pnmitive (chordless) i f - x iA  xj for 
t - 1 > ], except x n A x 1 in a circuit. For x ~ V, we define the open 
nezghborhood ofx  to be the set o(x) = {y ~ V: xA y} .  The closed 
ne ighborhood ofx  is the set c(x) = o(x) u x. A graph is open (c losed) 
reduced if it contains no pair of vertices with the same open (closed) 
neighborhoods. 
An ordering (indexing) x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n of the vertex set V is called 
open (c losed) linear if for every x, o(x) (or c(x)) is a consecutive or emp- 
ty set in the ordering. An ordering is called open (closed) ctrcular if for 
every x, o(x) (or c(x)) is a circularly consecutive or empty set in the or- 
dering (here x 1 is thought o follow x n consecutively). Note that an 
open (closed) circular ordering is actually a linear indexing of the ver- 
tices which has the open (closed) circular property. We usually depict a 
circular ordering by placing the vertices in clockwise order about a cir- 
cle. The counterclockwise end of a circular set S of vertices is denoted 
by neg(S), the clockwise end by pos(S) (we will be careful to use the 
terms pos(S) and neg(S) only when S is a proper non-empty subset of 
vertices). We say that y circularly precedes z in an ordering if either, for 
some i, y = x~ and z = X~+l, or y = ~n and z = x 1 . For a given ordering, 
we define the relation cir(y 1 , Y2, "", Ye ) to mean that by starting at Yl ,  
and going circularly around the ordering once, we encounter the y~'s in 
the prescribed order. We define cir(y 1 , Y2 .... , Yk) to mean cir(y I , Y2, 
• .., Yk ) and all Yz are distinct. For example, if for a given ordering, o(x) 
is a non-empty circular set and y q~ c(x), then either cir(x, y, neg(o(x))) 
or or(pos(o(x)), y, x). 
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For a given ordering, the adlacency matrix M(G) of G is defined with 
entry (i, 1) = 1 l fX  t A xj, and = 0 otherwise. The augmented adjacency 
matrix M*(G) is defined by M*(G) = M(G) + I. Thus an ordering of the 
vertices in G is open linear (circular) when in M(G), the l's in each row 
(and column) are consecutive (circularly consecutive). A closed linear 
(circular) ordering has a similar representation m M*(G). For a given 
(0, 1)-matrix 34, the complement M e is obtained by interchanging O's 
and l's. Then M(G') = (M*(G)) c. 
The l's in M*(G) are called circularly compahble if 
(a) the l's (and hence, the O's) in each row and column are circularly 
consecutive; and 
(b) after any cyclic permutation and/or inversion of the rows (and 
corresponding columns) order, then either column 1 or 2 has all l's, or 
starting m row 2 and going down, one finds the first 0 of column 1 in 
the same row or before the first 0 of column 2. 
The author [6] has proved that G is a proper circular-arc graph if 
and only if there is an ordering of the vertices uch that the l's are cir- 
cularly compatible. This result is based on the fact that such an ordering 
corresponds to the circular order of the midpoints (or clockwise end- 
points) of the associated arcs in some proper circular-arc model. Condi- 
tion (b) of circular compatibil ity follows from the fact that if A 1 and 
A 2 are two clockwise consecutive arcs in a proper circular-arc model, 
then any arc overlapping the clockwise end of A 1 must also overlap A 2 
and any arc overlapping the counterclockwise end of A 2 must also over- 
lap A 1 . In terms of the complementary graphs, this result becomes: 
Theorem 2.1. G' is a proper circular-arc graph if and only i f  there ts an 
open ctrcular ordering in G such that 
(,) 
(**) 
cir(x z, pos(o(x~)), pos(o(xt+ 1 ))) , 
cir(x t, neg(o(xi)), neg(o(x~+ 1 ))) 
for every x z circularly preceding xi+ 1 unless o(x~) = 0 or  o(xi+ 1 ) = 0. 
An open circular ordering which satisfies the conditions ( . )  and (**) 
is called an open circularly compatible ordering (for short, an OCC or- 
dering). A graph that has an OCC ordering is called an OCC graph. Al- 
though we are interested in proper circular-arc graphs, we shall see that 
the complementary OCC graphs are more natural objects for mathema- 
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Fig. 2 Forbidden subgraphs for bipartite graphs with circular ordermgs 
tical investigation. Any subgraph of an OCC graph is an OCC graph. We 
note that if G' has a closed circular ordering, then G' is a circular-arc 
graph (see [6] ). Fig. 4b gives an example of a graph that has a closed 
circular ordering but is not a proper circular-arc graph. There are two 
more useful results about adjacency matrices which we here restate in 
terms of open circular orderings. 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose G is a bipartite graph Then the following are 
equivalent. 
(i) G has an open circular ordering, 
(ii) G has an open hnear ordering, 
(iii) G contains none of the subgraphs in Fig. 2. 
Proof. Given an open circular ordering, we cyclicly permute the index- 
ing to get a new open circular ordering in which the first and last vertex 
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are in different parts of the bipartition. Then no o(x) can contain both 
the first and last vertex. Thus the new ordering is open hnear. The equi- 
valence of (ii) and (iii) comes from [7, Theorem 7]. (The subgraphs in 
Fig. 2 are minimal bipartite graphs with an asteroidal triple, a set of 3 
vertices with a path between any two to which the third vertex is not 
adjacent. For further information about such triples and thear elation 
to the interval graph results of Lekkerkerker and Boland, see [7] .) 
Theorem 2.3. Suppose G is not a bipartite graph Then the Jbllowuzg 
are equlvalen t 
(i) G has an open circular ordering. 
(ii) G has an OCC ordering 
Proof. The equivalence comes from [6, Lemma 5]. (If G is non-bipar- 
tite, every pair of consecutive vertices in an open circular ordering is ad- 
jacent to a common vertex; this common eighbor property forces cir- 
cular compatibility.) 
3. Structure theorem for proper circular-arc graphs 
An interesting aspect of our structure theorem for proper circular-arc 
graphs is that, despite the apparent usefulness of circular-arc models, 
the proof proceeds more naturally when, using Theorems 2. l, 2.2 and 
2.3, we work with the complementary characterization problem for 
OCC graphs. 
Theorem 3.1. G' is a proper circular-arc graph i f  and only zf 
(a) G' contains neither LPC* nor sgl* (see Ftg 3(a)); and 
(b) G contains none ofEPCn, OPC*, sgl, sg2, sg3, sg4, sg4 (see Fig 
3(b); EPC n is in Fig. 2). 
Condition (a) states that all subgraphs of a proper circular-arc graph 
which are not interval graphs must be connected. Condition (b) is pu- 
rely technical although the exclusion of OPC* subgraphs can be inter- 
preted as insuring that in non-bipartite graphs with an open circular or- 
dering, each pair of consecutive vertices have a common eighbor. 
The development of a structure theorem for proper circular-arc 
graphs began with no reference to the complementary OCC graphs. 
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Fig. 3(b). Subgraphs forbidden m condition (u) of Theorem 3.1 (see Fig. 2 for EPC n and Fig. 
3(a) for sgl) 
Rather two infimte famdles of complex forbidden proper circular-arc 
subgraphs led the author to seek the simpler complementary form of 
these famihes, namely the EPC n and OPC,* subgraphs. The author's ori- 
ginal proof of Theorem 3.1 (in his thesis) used OCC graphs for technical 
reasons. Subsequent results, Theorems 2.2 and 2.3, indicate that OCC 
graphs are indeed the appropriate techmcal tool; no such general results 
are known for proper circular-ard graphs. Whether G is bipartite or not, 
in either of the two cases Theorem 2.2 or 2.3 solves half the problem. 
On the other hand, technical problems remain in both cases. 
By Theorem 2.1, it suffices to prove that (a) and (b) characterize 
graphs G with an OCC ordering. Note that the complements of OPC~ 
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Fig 4 (a) Circular ordering of an OPCn. (b) The sg2 subgraph as no OCC ordering (the OCC 
ordering of x 1, x2, x 3, x4, x5, x6 gwen here is umque up to order reversion, but there ~s no way 
to insert x 7 and stdl have an OCC ordering) 
and sgl are forbidden subgraphs for proper interval graphs (see Fig. 1). 
If G' is a proper interval graph, then G' is not permitted to contain any 
of the subgraphs prescribed by Theorem I. 1. If G' IS a proper circular- 
arc graph but not a proper interval graph, G' must contain one of the 
forbidden interval subgraphs. LPC,1 and sgl are easily seen to be the 
only possibilities. A proper circular-arc model of LPC, or sgl must ne- 
cessarily completely cover the circle and thus every vertex in G' must 
be adjacent o a vertex in the LPC, or sgl subgraph. Thus LPC* and 
sgl * subgraphs cannot occur. If G has an OCC ordering, then by 
Theorem 2.2, G cannot contain an EPC, or sg5. Fig. 4(a) shows the 
only possible circular ordering for an OPC, Clearly, the addition of an 
isolated vertex destroys the circularity of o(x~) for some x, in the OPC n . 
Thus OPC,* subgraphs cannot occur. Fig. 4(b) shows the unique OCC 
ordering for vertices x I , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , x 5 , x 6 in sg2. Whether x 7 goes be- 
tween x 1 and x 4 or between x6 and x 3 , there is no circular compatibi- 
lity forx  7 . Arguments for sgl, sg3 and sg4 are left to the reader. 
The sufficiency proof has two steps: 
Step  1. G has an open circular ordering; and 
Step  2. G has an OCC ordering. 
The proof breaks into two parts depending on whether G is bipartite. 
If G is bipartite, then condition (b) implies that Theorem 2.2(iii) is sa- 
tisfied and so Step 1 is completed. Thus when G is bipartite, we need 
prove only Step 2. If G is not bipartite, it suffices to prove Step 1 and 
then Step 2 follows by Theorem 2.3. 
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First we suppose G is bipartite. We prove the sufficiency of  condi- 
tion (b) of Theorem 3.1 in two lemmas. In an open circular ordering of  
G, we say o(x I ) centrally contains o(x 2 ), written o(x 2) ~ O(Xl ), when 
cir(neg(o(x i )), neg(o(x 2 )), pos(o(x 2 )), pos(o(x 1 ))). 
Lemma 3.2. lJ G is a btpartite graph satisfying condition (b) of  Theo- 
rem 3. 1, then there exists an open linear ordering of  G m which ]or all 
x l ,  x2, ~o(x2)  ~ o(x l)  
Proof. Clearly, it suffices to prove this theorem for open reduced graphs. 
By Theorem 2.2, G has an open linear ordering. First we shall alter thxs 
ordering so as to eliminate central containment involving o()')'s with 
Io(y)l = 1. Let o(y) = b and suppose o(y) ~ o(z). I f  there is more than 
one such z, pick z with Io(z)l maximal. Let a = neg(o(z)) and c = 
pos(o(z)). Let a' and c' be the vertices immediately preceding and fol- 
lowing b, respectively, in the ordering (possibly a = a' or c = c'). Sup- 
pose (o(b) - y) differs from o(a') and o(c'). Then there exists w 1 which 
is adjacent o just one o fa '  or b ( i fw I A b, then also w 1 A c' or else 
o(w I ) = b = o(y))  and there exists w 2 which is adjacent o just one of 
b or c' (again i fw  2 A b, then w 2 A a'). In all four possible subcases we 
get a forbidden subgraph (see Figs. 5(a), (b), (c)). Thus (o(b) - y) 
equals o(a') or o(c'). By symmetry ,  we can assume (o(b) - y) = o(c'). 
If c =~ c', then we delete the old c' (getting a new c' with o(c') :/= (o(y)  
- b) by the open reducedness of  G) and by the above argument we get 
an illegal subgraph. Thus c = c' and so we interchange the positions of  
the consecutive vertices b and c. This interchange affects only y since 
o(b) -y  = o(c). It eliminates the central containment of  o(y)  by o(z), 
but there may be some v that is adjacent o b, c, d, where d now imme- 
diately follows b (see Fig. 5(d)).-Thus after switching (and perhaps be- 
fore switching), o(y)  ff o(v). Note that by definit ion of  c, ~zA d. Also 
-a  A v for otherwise o(z) c o(v) and the maxlmal i ty of  o(z) is contra- 
dicted. Now we have an illegal sg4 subgraph (see Fig. 5(d)). Thus after 
the interchange there exists no x such that o(y)  C o(x). 
We repeat this process for each o(y)  with Io(y)l = 1, so that we final- 
ly obtain a linear ordering in which no such o(y) 's  are centrally con- 
tained. Now choose a vertex s in the new ordering such that for some x, 
o(s) ff o(x) and Io(s) l is minimal; if no such s exists, we are finished 
By our choice of  the ordering, we know Io(s)l >_ 2. Let a precede b, 
b = neg(o(s)), c = pos(o(s)), and d follow c. By open reducedness, there 
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Fig 5 (a) I fw lAa 'andw2Ac ' , sg5resu l t s . (b ) I fw lAbandw2Ab,  sg2 results. (c) l fw lAb  
and w2A c', sg4 results (same l fWlA a' and w2A b) (d) An sg4 subgraph. (e) An sg2 subgraph 
exists w such that w is adjacent to just one of b and c. By symmetry, as- 
sume wA b and ~wA c. By the minimality of  s, it follows that wA a. 
Now we have an sg2 subgraph (see Fig. 5(e)). 
Lemma 3.3. Let G be a bipartite graph. I f  G satisfies condition (b) of  
Theorem 3 1, then G has an OCC ordertng (and thus G' is a proper cir- 
cular-arc graph). 
Proof. It suffices to prove the theorem for open reduced graphs. It also 
suffices to consider only connected graphs, for when each component 
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IJ 1 
Fig. 6. The OCC orderings of bipartite components can be combined to get an OCC ordering of 
their union. 
has an OCC ordering, it is easy to paste the components' OCC orderings 
into an OCC ordering for G (see Fig. 6). Using Lemma 3.2, we give G a 
linear ordering with no central containment. Let V 1 and V 2 be the two 
sets in the bipartition of G and let a = neg(V 1 ), b = pos(V 1 ), c = neg(V2), 
d = pos(V 2 ). 
We claim that a A c or a A d. Suppose ~a A ¢ and ~a A d and let 
f=  neg(o(a)) and g = pos(o(a)) (possibly f = g). Let e immediately pre- 
cede f, and h immediately follow g (see Fig. 7(a)). Let a' be the vertex 
immediately following a. Then a' A f or else by the linearity of the or- 
dering, we see that o( f )  = a and that there are no paths from a to any 
vertex in V 2 preceding f, and so f = neg(V 2 ), but by assumption, f g: c. 
Similarly, a' A g. Since G is open reduced, o(a) 4: o(a') and so a' A e or 
a' A h (not both or o(a) L o(a')). Assume a' A h (a symmetric argument 
applies i f a 'A  e). To avoid o(h) E o(f) ,  it follows that (o(f)  - a) c__ o(h). 
Let r = neg(o(e)). Then rA  f or else the linearity of the ordering implies 
that e and f are in different components, but G is assumed connected. 
Since (o(f)  - a) c C_ o(h), rA  h and so o(a) E o(r) (see Fig. 7(a)). Thus 
aA c or aA  d. Similarly, b A c or b A d; likewise, cA a or cA b and also 
dA a or dA b. It follows that either 
(i) aAcandbAd,  or 
(ii) a A d and b A c. 
In case (ii), we invert the order of V2-vertices, thus getting case (i) (the 
inversion does not affect central containment). 
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I'jg. 7. (a) o(r) centrally contains o(a) (b) See text 
We now clalln that,  with case (1) holding,  the order ing is OCC. Sup- 
pose that  for  vert ices x t immediate ly  preceding x~+ l in V l , we have 
cir(xt, pos(o(xz+ 1)), pos(o(xt))) .  Let  s = pos(o(xz))  and t = pos(o(xz+ l )). 
So - sA  xz+ 1 but  possibly tAx  z. Then x i = pos(o(s)) .  Let S = {y ~ V 1 • 
cir(a, x~+ 1 , y )}  and T = {y ~ V 2 " cir(c, s, y )}  (see Fig. 7(b)).  Let  
(it 1 , 01 , Ll2, 02,  . . . ,  On_ 1 , l l n )  be a path f rom b = u 1 to xz+ 1 = u n and 
consider  q, the last vertex o f  path sequence to be in S t3 T. Suppose  q 
is one o f  the u's, say q = u k . Since x z = pos(o(s)) ,  ~bA s. We know 
bAd and so q :g u 1. Then  vk_ 1 ~ T and v k ~ V 2 - T. By the l inearlty 
o f  the order ing,  u k A s, but  this ad jacency cont rad ic ts  the fact that  x~ = 
pos(o(s)) .  I fq  = v I, then uj E S, ul+ 1 E V 1 - S and hence v k. A x z, but  
this contrad ic ts   = pos(o(x~)). A similar cont rad ic t ion  arises if cir(x z, 
neg(o(x~+ 1 )), neg(o(x~))) or i f x  t and x,+ l are in V z . 
We now treat the non-b ipart i te  case. We can assume G' is not  a proper  
interval graph or  we are f inished. We can then assume G' conta ins  an 
LPC or sg 1 or else by Theorem 1.1, G' is a proper  interval graph. Then  
cond i t ion  (a) implies that  G'  is connected .  Since G is not  bipart i te,  it 
must  have an OPC n . Since OPC* 's  are forb idden,  G also must  be con-  
nected.  We need three lemmas.  
Lemma 3.4. Suppose G is a non-bipartite graph with an OCC ordering 
o f  the vertices and such that G' is connected. 
(i) A t most  one cwcular pair o f  vertwes Yi, Yl (i e., Yt circularly pre- 
cedes yl)  are adjacent m G 
(ii) For any OPC n, each circular pair o f  vertices are adjacent o a 
common vertex o f  the OPC n . 
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Proof. (i) As noted preceding Theorem 2. l, an OCC ordering of  G cor- 
responds to the order of  associated arcs in some proper  circular-arc 
model  o f  G'. Since G' is connected,  at most  one consecutive pair o f  arcs 
may not intersect. The corresponding vertices are not adjacent in G' and 
hence adjacent in G. 
(ii) Since G is not bipart ite,  it contains some OPC,, (x I , x 2 , ..., x,,). 
In the OCC ordering, this OPC n must  be arranged as shown in Fig. 4(a) 
(or equivalently,  with order reflected). Then any circular pair o f  vertices 
) , ,  ),j must satisfy cir(x k , y~, yj, Xk+2(modn)) for some k. Then Yi' Yl E 
O(Xk+ l(mod n)) 
Lemma 3.5. I f  G sansfies condttions (a) and (b) in Theorem 3 1 but G' 
is not  a proper interval graph, then G' - y ts connected Jor any y 
Proof.  By Theorem 1.1 and condit ion (b) o f  Theorem 3.1, it fol lows 
that  if  G' is not a proper  interval graph, then G' has an LPC n or an sgl .  
By condit ion (a), every vertex is adjacent in G' to any such LPC n or 
sgl .  Thus G' is connected and further  removal  o f  a vertex not  on an 
LPC n or sgl in G' does not disconnect.  I f  some vertex z is adjacent in 
G' to only one vertex on an LPC n or sgl ,  then a K1, 3 or sg l '  subgraph 
results (in G, an OPC~' or sgl subgraph, respectively).  Thus every ver- 
tex is adjacent o at least two vertices on an LPC n or sgl in G'. Then 
removal  o f  a vertex on an LPC n or sgl in G' does not disconnect.  
Notat ion.  We write OPC*(x 1 , x z . . . .  , x,, ;z)  to denote an OPC* sub- 
graph with OPC n (x 1 , x 2 . . . .  , x n ) and isolated vertex z. 
Lemma 3.6. Suppose the open reduced graph G = ( V, A )  satisfies con- 
ditzons (a) and (b) of  Theorem 3 1 and G' zs not  a proper interval graph 
Suppose every proper non-bipartite subgraph o f  G has an OCC ordering. 
Then for  any y E V such that G - y is non-bipartite, there exists an 
OCC ordering o f  G - y m which o(y)  n o(z) ts circular for each z E 
V-  c(y). 
Proof.  For  any such y,  pick some OCC ordering o f  G - y .  Let oy(x)  -- 
o(x) n (V - y). Suppose the conclusion is false in this ordering. Then 
there is a vertex z ~ V - c (y)  such that o(z) contains all the vertices in 
(u 0 , u I , u 2 .. . . .  u m , urn+ 1 ), a circular sequence (where m >_ 1) in this 
OCC ordering, but y is adjacent only to u 0 and u m +l in this sequence. 
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I f  possible, choose z such that z is adjacent o one of the two vertices 
beside it in the ordering. We shall prove that. 
( i )  rn = l ,  
(ii) oy(u  o) = o(u 1 ) or oy(tt  2 ) = o(u 1 ), where oy(x) = o(x) -3 ' ;  and 
(ili) the order of the appropriate pair of  u's in (ii) can be interchanged 
without causing new non-circularities. 
Suppose m >_ 2. We claim that for 0 <- l, / <- m + 1, ~u z A u]. First 
~u~ A u] for 1 <_ i, j <_ m,  to avoid an illegal OPC~(z, u z, u I ;y) .  Since 
G' - y is connected (by Lemma 3.5), we know by Lemma 3.4 that at 
most one of the pairs u0, u 1 and u m , u m+l is adjacent. I fe~ther pair is 
adjacent, then z cannot be adjacent o a vertex beside it in the ordering. 
First assume ~u 0 A u 1 but u m A urn+ 1 (see Fig. 8(a)). Then by the cir- 
cularity of  O(Um+l ), urn+ 1 A u i, 0 <- t <- m.  Note ~u m A u o for other- 
wise o(u m ) n o (y )  is non-circular and the current z was incorrectly 
chosen (since urn+ 1 A Urn ). Since o(u a ) 4~ O(Urn ) by the open reduced- 
ness of  G, either there exists w such that wA u 1 and ~wA Urn - im- 
possible, for to satisfy condit ions ( . )  and (**) of  Theorem 2.1, we must 
have ci--r(urn, w, urn+ 1 ) - or there exists w such that wA Urn and 
~wA u 1 . In the latter case, the properties of  an OCC ordering imply 
ci--r(z, w, Uo) , wA urn+l and ~wA Uo; i f~wAy,  then in G', w, u 0, urn, 
y, Um+ 1 forms an LPC~ (see Fig. 8(a)), and if wA y ,  then again 
O(Urn ) n o(y)  is non-circular and z was incorrectly chosen. Thus 
~u 0 A u 1 and Urn A urn+ 1 is impossible. By symmetry ,  we also cannot 
have ~lt  m A t im+ 1 and u 0 A tt 1 . Thus ~u 0 A t.t 1 and ~Urn  A t im+ 1 Sup-  
pose  u o A urn+ 1 . Then to avoid the OPC~(y, u 0 , Urn+ 1 " U 1 ), we must 
have u 1 A Urn+l .  Similarly, uo A u m , and now z, y ,  u o , tl 1 , It m , Urn+l 
form an sgl subgraph. Thus ~u o A urn÷ 1 . By the circularity of Oy(U0), 
~u 0 A ut, 1 <- i<_ m. Similarly, ~uzA Urn+l, 1 <- l <- m. This completes 
the proof  of  our claim that ~tt iA  u! for 0 <-- t , l  <_ m + 1. By the open 
reducedness of  G, o(u 1 ) 4: o(u m ). Thus there must be a vertex w such 
that w A u 1 and ~w A urn (a symmetr ic  argument applies when w A U m 
and ~wA u 1 ). It follows from the properties of  an OCC ordering that 
cir--(urn+ l , w, z) ,  ~w A Um÷ 1 and w A u o (see Fig. 8(b)). Furthermore,  
~wAy to avoid OPC~(y, w, u0; u m)  and ~wA z to avoid the OPC~(w, 
z, u 1 ;y).  Now we have defined a sg2 subgraph. Thus rn = 1 and so 
y A u o, y A u 2 and ~y A u I . We consider two cases. 
Case 1' Oy(U o) 4: o(u 1 ) 4: Oy(U2). Suppose u 1 A u 2. Since G' - y is 
connected, then ~u 1 A u 0 by Lemma 3.4. However, by the circularity 
of  o(u0), u o A u 2 . Since o(u 1 ) 4: Oy(U2), either there exists w such that 
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Fig. 8. (a) Case when ureA urn+ 1. (b) An sg2 subgraph (c) An sg3 subgraph (with dashed line) 
or an sg2 subgraph (without dashed line). (d) An EPC 6 subgraph when u 0 is omitted. 
wA u 2 and ~wA u 1 or  such that  wA U 1 and ~wA u 2 . The  argument  
cont inues  as in the  case above  when u m A u m +1" We conc lude  that  
~U 1 A u 2 . By symmetry ,  ~u 0 A u 1 . Then  ~u 0 A u 2 o r  we get  OPC~(uo ,  
u 2 , y ;  u 1 ). S ince Oy(U 0 ) ~ o (u  1 ) 4= Oy (u2) ,  there  must  ex is t  w 1 , w 2 E 
V - y w i th  w 1 ad jacent  to jus t  one  o f  u 0 and  u l ,  and  w 2 ad jacent  to  
jus t  one  o fu  1 and u 2 . We shal l  cons ider  the  subcase  where  w 1 A u 1 , 
~w 1 A u o, w 2 A u 2 and ~w 2 A u 1 (see Fig.  8(c))  and leave the o ther  
th ree  (eas ier)  subcases  to  the  reader .  S ince no pa i r  o f  ui 's  is ad jacent ,  
w 1 and  w 2 are d i s t inc t  f rom the  uz's. F rom the  c i rcu la r i ty  o fo (w2) ,  
~w 2 A u 1 imp l ies  ~w 2 A u o. By c i rcu la r  compat ib i l i ty ,  w 1 A u 2 . Note  
that  ~w 2 A y o r  we get  OPC~'(w2,  y ,  u 2 ; u 1 ) and ~w 1 A w 2 or  we  get  
OPC~'(w 1 , w 2 , u2;  Uo). Then  ~w 1 A z or  else we argue thus :  w 2 A z 
and w 1 A y (assuming  w 1 A z) to avo id  OPC~'(z,  w 1 , u 1 ; w 2) and  
OPC~(z ,  w 1 , u 1 ;y ) ,  respect ive ly ,  but  now w 1 , w2 ,Y ,  z ,  U l ,  u 2 fo rm an 
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sgl subgraph. Further,  ~w 1 A y to avoid OPC~(w I , tt I , z, u 0 , v: w 2 ) i f  
~zAw 2, or to avoid w l ,w  2 , .v , -  u 2 being anLPC~inG' i f zAw 2. 
Now according to whether  ~w 2 A z or w 2 A z, we get the sg2 or sg3 
subgraphs, respectively, shown in Fig. 8(c). 
Case 2' o(u 1 ) equals o.v(u 0) or oy(u 2 ) (but not both  since G is open 
reduced). By symmetry ,  we can assume o(u 1 ) = o),(Uo). Switch u 0 and 
H 1 in the present OCC ordering of  G - y to obtain a new OCC ordel-lng 
of  G - y.  We claim that the new ordering has (at least) one less instance 
of  o(u) n o (y )  being non-circular for v E V - c(y).  I f  the claim were 
false, then u, ,  the vertex which circularly precedes u0 , must  be in o (y )  
(see Fig. 8(d)), and (u , ,  u 1 , u 0) gives a new instance of  non-circular ity 
of  o(v) n o(y)  for some u E V - c(y).  First suppose v = - i.e., z A u , .  
Then we delete u 0 (the non-circular ity is now 111 (l l,, IIi, H 2 ))  and now 
Case 1 applies and a contradict ion is obtained.  Suppose v 4: z. Then 
we can assume ~vA u 2 for otherwise, as when zA  u , ,  we delete u 0 and 
go to Case 1 for a contradict ion.  Suppose u,  A u 2 . Then to avoid 
OPC~(u, ,  u 2 ,y ;  u 1), either u 1 A u 2 (and so u 0 A u 2) or u I A u,  (and 
u 0 A u , ) ,  but u 0 A u 2 and u, A u~ cannot  occur together  by Lemma 
3.5. I11 the former  case, z, u , ,  u l ,y ,  u 2 is an LPC~ in G'. In the latter 
case, vAy  or u 1 , y, v, u 2, u,  is an LPC~ in G', but  now cir(u, z, u,  ) 
and the non-circular i ty of  o(u 1 ) n o (y )  implies that z was incorrect ly  
chosen. Thus ~u,  A u 2 . By the circularity of  Oy (u , )  and Oy(U 2 ), neither 
u 0 nor  u I is adjacent o u,  or u 2. If rAy  and vA z, then z, u , ,  u l ,Y ' ,  v 
is an LPC~ in G ' ; i f~vAy  and vA z, we get OPC~(v, u l, z' .v),  i fuA  y 
and~uAz ,  we get OPC~'(u, u , ,  y ,  z); and i f~vA )' and ~vA - (w ,u , ,  
y, u2, z, u I )  is an EPC 6. 
I f  the new OCC ordering of  G - v does not  satisfy the conclusion 
of  this theorem,  we repeat the whole argument  again to get another  
OCC ordering of  G - y with still fewer instances of  non-circularity.  
After  a finite number  of  repetit ions,  we obtain the desired ordering of  
G-y .  
Our proo f  o f  the suff ic iency o f  condit ions (a) and (b) when G is non- 
bipart ite is by induct ion o f  the number  of  vertices in G. We start with a 
graph having a single OPC n ; such a graph has an OCC ordering as in 
Fig. 4(a). Next  we assume that any subgraph G - y that is a nonbipart i -  
te graph has an OCC ordering. The proo f  of  the inductive step breaks 
into 2 cases depending on whether  or not the shortest OPC n in G is a 
triangle. In either case, the proo f  involves two steps: first we show 
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that 3' and an OCC ordering of  G - 3' can be chosen so that o (y)  is cir- 
cular in the ordering; next we show how to fit y into the ordering ill a 
fashion that preserves the circularity of  the other o(x)'s. We call assume 
G is open reduced, for otherwise the two steps just ment ioned are tri- 
vial. 
Suppose that the shortest OPC n in G has length k >_ 5. Let C= (x 1, 
x 2 .. . . .  x k) be such an OPCx (see Fig 4(a)). Let y be a vertex not in C 
and consider an OCC ordering of G - y (such an ordering exists by the 
induction hypothesis).  In the fol lowing discussion, subscript ar ithmetic 
will always be lnod k. Any vertex of  G inc lud ingy must be adjacent o 
one or two consecutive-in-the-ordering (1.e., xz, xt+ 2) vertices on C: if 
adjacent o none, an OPC~. results, if adjacent o non-consecutive r- 
tices of  C or more than two, then an EPC n or shorter OPC n results. 
Similarly, if v is adjacent o some w, where clr(xt, w, xl+ 2 ) but ~y A x i 
and ~3, A x~+ 2, then again an EPC n or shorter OPC* results. Thus o (y )  
contains some xj and perhaps x:+2, and all vertices are between x/_ 2 
and x/÷ 4 . By Lemma 3.6, there is an OCC ordering of  G - y in which 
O(Xr) n o(y)  is circular for r = ] - 1, j + 1 and j + 3. It then fol lows that 
o(y),  which is the union of  these o(x r) n o(y)'s,  is circular. First sup- 
pose that every y not in C is adjacent o just one x~ o f  C. If  all the y 's  
are adjacent o one x,, then by the open-reducedness of  G, there is only 
one y and we insert y such that cir(xz_ 1 , y,  xz+ l ) to get an OCC order- 
ing of  G. Let there exist Y l ,  3"2 not on C with ):1 A x: and 3'2 A x k . We 
use the above OCC ordering o f  G - y 1 to get a circular ordering of  C 
and the set 
S 1 = {z~ V. zq~Cand~zAx:}  
m 
(note that z ~ S 1 =, cir(xl+ I , z, x/_ 1 ) in this ordering). We use the above 
OCC ordering o f  G - Y2 to get a circular ordering o f  C and the set 
S 2 = {z~ V. z q~ CandzAx:}  
m 
(note that z ~ S 2 =~ cir(x:_l ,  z, xj+ 1 ).in this ordering). Now we paste 
together these orderings to get a circular, and hence OCC (by Theorem 
2.2), ordering o f  G. 
Suppose next  that at least one y not in C is adjacent o two x~'s of  C. 
Choose such a y with Io(y)l  maximal. By the above argument,  we can 
give G - y an OCC ordering in which o (y )  is circular. Let a = neg(o(y))  
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X z - I  
Fig. 9. Insertion ofy when shortest OPC of G has length _> 5. 
and b = pos(o(y)) (see Fig. 9). Let xi, xi+ 2 be vertices of C in o(y). 
Then cir(a, xi, xi+2, b). Let t = pos(o(a)). Let s be the vertex which t 
circularly precedes. Thus ~s A a. We can assume ~ t A b, for otherwise 
o(y) c__ o(t) and by the open-reducedness of G, o(y) c o(t); since Io(y)l 
is maximal, it follows that t = xz+ 1 but then we can interchange y and 
xi+ 1 • let y replace xi+ t in C and xi+ 1 takes y's role with respect o the 
new C. We claim that by inserting y between s and t, we have a circular 
ordering of G. We must check: 
(i) o(s) n o(t) c_. o(y); and 
(ii) o(y) c__ o(s) u o(t). 
Since.-sA a and ~tA b, cir(a, z, b) for any z ~ o(s) n o(t) and thus (i) 
follows. If (ii) is not true, it must be that - sA  b (note o(s) u o(t) is cir- 
cular by Lemma 3.4(ii)). Now replace xt by a, xi÷ t by y and xi+ 2 by b 
in C to get an OPC k to which s is not adjacent. Since OPCff is forbidden, 
(ii) follows. This concludes the induction-step argument when the 
shortest OPC n in G has length k > 5. 
Suppose G has an OPC3, say (Xl, x2, x3). Pick a vertex q not on 
OPC 3 and give an OCC ordering to G - q. If some circular pair of ver- 
tices s l, s2 in the ordering of G - q are adjacent (there is at most one 
such pair by Lemma 3.5 and Lemma 3.4(i)), then s 1 and s 2 form an 
OPC 3 with one of the x z's by Lemma 3.4(ii). We replace two of the x~'s 
of the original OPC 3 with s t and s 2 (after replacement, we still list the 
OPC 3 as (Xl, x2, x3)). Since G' is not a proper interval graph, G must 
have at least one more vertex besides q, x 1 , x2, x 3 . Then by permuting 
the indices of the xi's if necessary, there exists a non-empty sequence 
of yz's in G - q such that cir(x 3 , Yl, Y2 . . . . .  Yk, Xl )- Moreover, by the 
above argument, ~yi A Yi+l, ~x3 A Yl and ~Yk A x t . Note that yi A x2, 
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1 ~ ~ ~ k. Let l be the smallest integer i such that ~Yi  A x 1 . Then 
(xt ,  x2, Yt-1 ) is an OPC 3 in which Yt is adjacent o only one vertex, x 2 
(possibly Yl-1 = x3)- Let Yl-1 replace x 3 in the OPC 3 and let y = Yt -1 .  
Now using Lemma 3.6, we consider an OCC ordering of  G - y in which 
o(x I ) n o(y)  and o(x 3) n o(y)  are circular. If there exists z in G and 
z E o(y)  - o(x 1 ) u o(x3) , then zA  x 2 to avoid the OPC~'(x I , x 2 , x 3 ;z), 
but now z, x l ,  y,  x3, x 2 form an LPC~' in G'. Thus o(y) = (o(x 1 ) n 
o(y)) u (o(x3) n o(y) )  is circular in thxs OCC ordering of  G - y. 
If o(y)  = x 2 , then there exists no q in G - y with cir(x3, q, x 1 ) and 
which is adjacent o x I and x 3 (or we get OPC~(xl ,  q, x 3 ;y)) .  Then 
let r be the positive end of the (circular) set {q E o(x 1 ): cir(x3, q, x 1 )}. 
Place y circularly following r and we have an OCC ordering of  G. Now 
assume to(y)l >_ 2 and let a and b be neg(o(y)) and pos(o(y)),  respech- 
vely, in the OCC ordering of  G - y. Then cir(xl ,  a, x2, b, x3) with 
x t 4: a and x 3 4: b. Observe that either a 4: x 2 or b 4: x 2 . By reflecting 
the ordering if necessary, we can assume a 4: x 2 . Let t be pos(oy(a)) 
and let c be the vertex circularly following b. We consider two subcases 
depending on whether or not tA  c. 
Subcase  1" suppose ~ t A c. Let s be the vertex circularly following t 
(see Fig. 10(a)). Thus ~sA a and it follows using Lemma 3.4(ii) that 
x 2 E o(s) n o(t). We claim that placing y between s and t gives a circu- 
lar ordering of  G. As before, we must check that: 
(i) o(s) n o(t) c__ o(y)  - a simple consequence of~sA a and ~tA c -  
and 
(ii) o(y)  c__ o(s) t3 o(t). 
If (il) is not true, it is easy to show that ~sA b and so cir(x 3 , s, x I ). By 
the circularity of  o(s), ~sA a implies ~sA x 1 and ~x 1 A a. Further  
usA b implies ~sA x 3. Note ~aA b and ~x 3 A b or we get OPC~(a, b, 
y; x) and OPC~(x 1 , x 3 , b; s), respectively. Now we have OPC~(x 1 , b, y, 
a, x 3 ; s) and hence (ii) is true. 
Subcase  2" suppose tA  c. Thus o(y) c o(t). Starting from t and 
going circularly backwards in the ordering (counterclockwise about the 
circle), we go from t until  a vertex t.* is reached such that -'-t* A c. I f  s* 
is the vertex circularly following t*, then s* A c and by circular compa- 
tibil ity, tA  a implies s* A a. Thus o(y)  c o(s*). Since t satisfies cir(c, t, 
a), cir(c, t*, s*, a), where possibly c = t* (see Fig. 10(b)). We claim that 
by placing y between t* and s*, we get a circular ordering of  G. Since 
trivially o(y)  c o(t*) t3 o(s*), it remains to show that o(t*) n o(s*) 
o(y).  I f  the inclusion fails, it must be that d, the vertex circularly pre- 
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10.(a) The sg~(X l , b, y, a, x3,s)  (b) The sg~(s*, d, x3 ,x l , c ,y )  
ceding a, is in o(t*) n o(s*). Note ~s*Ax  I or  we get OPC~'(s*, x 1 , c;.v), 
and so x 1 4= d since s*A  d. Further, ~x 1 A d, ~cA d, ~cA x 3 and 
~x 3 A s*, for otherwise an OPC~ with y as isolated vertex results. Then 
x 3 ¢ c (since t* A c) and we get the OPC~(s*, d, x 3 , x I , c; y). This con- 
cludes the sufficiency proof of Theorem 3.1. 
4. Structure theorem for unit circular-arc graphs 
In this section, we shall deal with proper circular-arc graphs rather 
than the complementary graphs with an OCC ordering. When discussing 
unit circular-arc graphs, we must note whether the circular arcs in the 
intersection model can be both closed and open, 1.e., include their end- 
points and not (the circumference of the clrcle in a unit circular-arc 
model is variable). For example, a CI n graph (see Fig. 11), which is a 
proper circular-arc graph, has no unit circular-arc model In which all 
arcs are closed or all arcs open (or even, all arcs contain just one of their 
endpoints). However, if the x~'s of the n-circuit in CI, have closed arcs 
and the other n vertices have open arcs, then a umt circular-arc model is 
possible. This problem with endpoints never arises in working with pro- 
per circular-arc graphs but it does with unit interval graphs. We define a 
unit circular-arc graph to be a graph that has an intersection model of a 
family of  all closed (or all open) unit circular arcs. Roberts [5] defined 
unit interval graphs in a similarly restricted fashion. Unit circular-arc 
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Ftg. 11. A CI n subgraph, has a umt ctrcular-arc model but no closed (or open) umt circular-arc 
model 
graphs have potential applications as circular indifference graphs, a ge- 
neralization of the indifference graphs mentioned in Section 1. A graph 
G = (V , / )  is a circular indifference graph if there exists a circle C k of  
circumference k and a function f '  V -* C k such that for x, y E V, x l y  
if and only if d(f(x),  f (y ) )  < 1 (or <_ 1 ), where d is the circumferential 
distance. Such graphs would be a natural way to study indifference sys- 
tems involving concepts uch as colors or musical tones which have an 
intrinsic circular order (see [31 for a discussion of  circular orders). 
As noted above, unit circular-arc graphs are a subclass of proper cir- 
cular-arc graphs. The restriction is due to subgraphs uch as the CI, 
subgraph which contains a primitive n-circuit hat limits the circumfe- 
rence in a closed unit circular-arc model to at most n and which also 
contains an independent set of size n that requires the circumference 
to exceed n. A more general situation causes a similar trouble: let C = 
(x 0 , x 1 , x 2 ..... x , _  1 ) be a circuit (usually not primitive) of distinct ver- 
tices having corresponding arcs A 0 , A 1 . . . .  , An_ 1 in a given proper cir- 
cular-arc model, with Ag+ 1 extending beyond the clockwise end o fA  t 
(see Fig. 12(a)). Suppose that the arc sequence A o, A 1 ..... A n-1 goes 
around the circle k times. Then we.call the circuit C an (n, k)-circutt in 
this model. Let I = (Yo, Yl ..... )'m -1 ) be a sequence of  distinct vertices 
such that ~Yz A Yz+l and ~Yl A Yn and having corresponding arcs 
Bo, BI ,  "", Bm-1 in the given proper circular-arc model, with Bi+ 1 being 
the first B arc to start following the clockwise end orB i (see Fig. 12(b)). 
Suppose that the arc sequence Bo, B1, ..., B m -1 goes around the circle l 
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Fig. 12. (a) A (10, 4)-clrcmt and proper circular arc model. 
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Fig 12. (b) A (7, 3)-independent set and proper circular-arc model 
times. Then we call I an (m, l)-independent set in this model. If we have 
a closed unit circular-arc model which contains the arcs of  an (n, k)-cir- 
cuit, then the circumference of the model can be at most n/k. On the 
other hand, if such a model contains the arcs of  an (m, /)-independent 
set, then the circumference of the model must exceed roll. If m/l >_ n/k, 
then a unit circular-arc model cannot exist. The next lemma shows that 
we need only be concerned with the case where m/l = n/k. 
Lemma 4.1. Let G be a proper circular-arc graph and let e be a proper 
circular-arc model o f  G. Then for any (n, k)-ctrcuit C and (m, l)-inde- 
pendent set I (both wtth respect o e ), we have m/l <__ n/k. I f  m/l  = n/k, 
then C and I have no common vertices. 
Proof. Let C and I have associated arc sequences A0, A 1, .-., An-1 and 
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Bo, B1 ..... Bm-1 respectively, in e .  For any arc C in e,  let neg(C) be 
the counterclockwise endpoint of  C (irregardless of  whether C is open 
or closed). Starting at neg(A 0), let us travel clockwise around the circle 
k l times. As we circle k l times, we shall list the order of  occurrence of 
the counterclockwise end of the successive At's and B1's (with A 0 follow- 
ing after An_ 1 and B 0 af terB m_t) .  I fa  next A t equals a next B1, then 
their relative order in the list is arbitrary. The list might start neg(A t ), 
neg(B l ), neg(A 2 ), neg(B 2 ), neg(A 3 ) . . . . .  Note that two B's cannot oc- 
cur consecutively, such as ... neg(At), neg(Bj), neg(Bj+ l ), ..., for since 
A t n A] 4: fj andB] n Bj+ 1 = ~,Bj c A t which is impossible. I fA  i =Bj, 
then for similar reasons the list must go 
... neg(A t- 1 ), 
neg(A,), neg(B]) ]
. . . .  
Since we will repeat the sequence o fA 's  l times and repeat the sequence 
o fB 's  k times, it follows that m k <_ n l or m/l <_ n/k and that m k < n l 
if the A's and B's have a common member. 
We call a (n, k)-circuit C minimal if no (n l, k 1 )-circuit with 111/k I < 
n/k is formed by vertices in C. A maximal (m, /)- independent set is si- 
milarly defined. For a structure theorem for unit circular-arc graphs, 
we shall need a description of  the minimal proper circular-arc graphs 
which contain both a minimal (n, k)-circuit and a maximal (n, k)-inde- 
pendent set (with respect o all proper circular-arc models). 
Lemma 4.2. Let G be a proper circular-arc graph. For any relatively 
prime n, k with n > 2k, G contains a minimal (n, k)-ctrcuit C and a 
maximal (n. k)-lndependent set L with respect o any proper circular- 
arc model, i f  and only if  G contains the subgraph CI(n, k) (see Fig. 13). 
For n < 2k or n, k not relatively prime, no such maximal I extsts. Any  
(2, 1 )-circuit can be eliminated by altering the proper arc model  
Proof. The reader can check that for appropriate n, k, a proper circular- 
arc model for a CI(n, k) gives rise to a (n, k)-circuit and a (n, k)-inde- 
pendent set. Let us first characterize the structure of  such a minimal C 
and then of such a maximal I. Let Zo, z l ,  ..., Zn_ 1 be the set o f  vertices 
of  C = (x 0 , x 1 , ..., Xn_ 1 ) with the z's indexed by the order about a circle 
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Fig 13 (a) Part of a mmxmal 01, k)-clrcUlt. (b) Part of a maximal (n, k)-mdependent set (c) Ad- 
]acencles between mlmmal (n, k)-ctrcult and maximal (n, k)-mdependent set in a Cl(n, I~l sub- 
graph 
of  the midpoints of  associated arcs in some proper  model  (with z 0 = x 0 ; 
see Fig. 13(a)). Then the z's have a circular ordering. We can define a 
t t 
(n, k)-clrcult (perhaps the same as C) by C' = (x 0 , x'  1 , ..., Xn_ 1 ), where 
t t 
x 0 = x 0 = z 0 and x,+ t is the farthest vertex (in the clockwise direct ion) 
adjacent o x',. C' rounds the circle at least as fast as C, but no faster, 
by the min imahty of  C (the x'[s are distinct for the same reason). Then 
traversing C' encompasses k rotat ions o f  the circle. So on the average, 
each z z must be adjacent o k succeeding z's: Zt+ 1 , Z t+2,  . . . ,  Zi+ k (sub- 
script addit ion and mult ipl ication will be mod n in this discussion). 
Suppose some z~ is adjacent o k + 1 (or more) succeeding z's. Since the 
average is k, such a z, can be chosen so that zz+ 1 is adjacent o at most 
k succeeding z's. Then it fol lows that o(z,+ 1 ) c o(z,). We replace z,+ l 
by z, m the original (n, k)-circuit. Now the vertices are not all distinct 
and thus our altered circuit breaks up into two shorter circuits, an 
(n l ,  k 1 )-circuit and an (n2, k2)-circuit , where n 1 + n 2 = n and k t + k 2 
= k. Then either n I/k 1 <_ n/k or n2/k 2 <_ n/k, contradict ing the mini- 
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reality o f  C. Thus each z t must be adjacent o exactly zi+ 1 , zi+ 2 .. . . .  
z,+ k and by symmetry ,  z~_ l, z~_ 2 .. . . .  zz_ k. In order to make its k rota- 
tions, C must equal C'. Thus x 0 = z 0 , x I = Zk, "", x~ = Ztk .. . .  , x , _  1 = 
z ( , _ l )  k (see Fig. 13(a)). As an aside, we note that a (2k + I, k)-circuit 
is a clique and thus has arc models in which the arcs do not rotate 
around the circle (but a Cl(2k + 1, k) subgraph has only the one model).  
Let w 0 , w 1, ".-, w ,_  1 be the set of  vertices of  1 = (Y0,) ' l  . . . .  , .):n- 1 ) 
with the w's indexed by the order about the circle of  the midpoints o f  
the associated arcs in some proper model (with w 0 = Yo ; see Fig. 13(b)). 
Then it can be shown that w, is adjacent only to wi_: and wz+ / for 
/ = 1, 2 .. . . .  k - 1, and that ),, = W,k. Since the y~'s are distinct, n and k 
must be relatively prime. Note that n >_ 2k or else the y, 's would form 
a clique (the remaining case of  n = 2, k = 1 is discussed below). 
Now that C and I are uniquely structured,  it remains to show how 
they must fit together. Recall f rom Lemma 4.1 that C and I have no 
common members.  Let A~ and B/ be the arcs corresponding to z, and 
w: in some proper circular-arc model.  Since no arc contains another,  
the midpoint  of  B/ is between (rather than equal to) the midpoint  o f  
A~ and A,+ l for some l. Then B/ overlaps all arcs that overlap A t at A,'s 
clockwise end and all arcs that overlap A,+ 1 at At+ l 's  counterclockwise 
end. Thus from the above discussion we have w: A z m for m = i - k + 1, 
l -  k+2 . . . .  l -  1 , l , z+ 1, ..., z + k (see Fig. 13(c ) ) .But~wjAz~_  k and 
~w: A Z~+k+ 1 , or else w: could replace z z or z,+ 1 respectively, in C, con- 
tradicting the necessary disjolntness of  C and I. We have now uniquely 
defined a minimal subgraph containing C and I, namely a ClOt, k) sub- 
graph. By the suff iciency part o f  the proof,  the subgraph is independent  
of  the proper circular-arc model chosen. 
A (2, 1 )-circuit (x l, x2 ) has two corresponding arcs A 1, A 2 which 
overlap at both ends In some proper  circular-arc model.  We shorten the 
clockwise end o fA  1 so that that end does not overlap A 2 . If this short- 
ening eliminates that end's overlap with some other  arc A z, then the 
clockwise end o fA  z must still overlap the counterclockwise end o fA  l 
or else A 2 contains A z. 
Theorem 4.3. Let  G be a proper ctrcular-arc graph Then G zs a unit 
circular-arc graph tJ and only i f  G contains no CI(n. k) subgraphs, where 
n, k are relanvely pr ime and n > 2k. 
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Proof. The necessity o f  excluding the prescribed subgraphs from umt 
circular-arc graphs follows from the preceding discussion. Let ~ be 
some proper circular-arc model of  G with no (2, 1)-circuits (see Lemma 
4.2). Without loss of  generality we can assume that all 2v endpoints of  
the u arcs in e are distinct (a slight alteration o f  arcs with common end- 
points will cause no problems). Then it does not matter  whether  the 
arcs are closed or open. Let t = rain(n/k) for all (n, k)-circuits of  G 
with respect o C, and let r = max(m/l)  for all (m, / )qndependent  sets 
o f  G with respect o G. Let s = ½(r + t). Magnify or shrink e so that its 
c i rcumference is s. Since G has none of  the prescribed Cl(n, k) stab- 
graphs, by Lemma 4.2, r < s < t We will now alter the length of  the 
arcs of  e (without changing the relative order of  their endpoints  of  the 
circumference of  the circle) to make them all unit length. 
We take each arc A t in succession m (the modif ied) e and shorten or 
extend at to umt length. As we shorten (or extend)  A t, the circumfe- 
rence of  the circle remains fixed at t, arcs can move about  the circle, 
arcs not already set to ulnt length can change in length, and two arcs 
can come to have a common pomt on the circle as endpoint  (but the 
endpoint  must be at di f ferent ends of  the two arcs, or else one arc con- 
tains the other).  However,  no new overlaps can be created nor exastlng 
overlaps be destroyed and we shall not allow any two arcs to come to 
have a common clockwise (or counterc lockwise)  ndpomt  
Suppose A i is being shortened. First we leave other arcs fixed and 
shorten the ends of  A, (symmetr ical ly towards the midpomt  of  A t) 
untd 
(a) A t has a common clockwise (or counterc lockwise)  ndpomt  with 
some other  arc A/, or 
(b) an existing overlap o fA  t with some other arc A k Is destroyed.  
In case (a), since the length of  A~ is greater than 1, the length o f  A/ 
must be greater than 1 and we can shorten A /as  we shorten A,. How- 
ever, shortening A l micht create a case (a) or (b) situation for which we 
make recurswe alterations. Eventual ly,  we may have a set of  A/'s which 
we are shortening with A t (see Fxgs. 14(a), (b)). In case (b), let us as- 
sume the overlap destroyed would be at the clockwise endpoint  o fA  t 
(or some A/). We try to extend A k toward the midpoint  o fA  t. I fA  k is 
o f  unit length, then the whole arc A k moves counterc lockwise towards 
Ai's midpoint .  This movement  clearly need not create any new overlaps 
since the endpoints  o f  the A l's are distinct f rom each other  and from 
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(a) 
Fig. 14 (a) Shortening Ai will necessitate case (a)-type alterations for Aj and A) and case (b)- 
type alterations for A k and A~: (b) Compressed overlaps at counterclockwise endpoint ofA i 
after shortening. 
the endpolnts ofA  i. However, the motion ofA  k might cause trouble at 
its clockwise ndpoint; either case (a) or (b) could arise there and we 
must recursively repeat he above alterations for A/'s and A k's (see 
Figs. 14(a), (b)). Again, several A k's may occur (some with respect o 
A t and some with respect o various Aj's). Similar "piling up" of end- 
points of A1's and A k's will be occuring at the clockwise ends of unit- 
length A k's (and at the counterclockwise ends of unit length A k's which 
overlap the counterclockwise end of A,). 
Are these recursive alterations always possible? The case (a)-type al- 
terations, exclusive of the case (b)-type alterations they generate, are 
always feasible since they involve only arcs of non-unit length (which 
we can always shorten). However, case (b)-type alterations revolving 
unit-length arcs require moving the arcs in, say, a counterclockwise di-
rection. Perhaps ome arc A s is not free to move in the counterclock- 
wise direction, i.e., the recurslve case (b)-alteration cannot be made at 
A s. The immobility ofA  s only occurs i fA  s is some Ak-type unit arc 
being moved in the clockwise direchon. Thus A t and an A k at the clock- 
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wise end o fA  z and an A' " k at the clockwise end o fA  k and all A k and so 
on around the circle perhaps everal times until getting back to A t form 
a (m, /)-circuit. Unit arcs corresponding to such a (m, /)-circuit need a 
circle of circumference <_roll. The possible pilings-up of A k's and Aj's 
mentioned above can decrease by e the maximum circumference 
needed, but m/l  >_ t > s and hence m/l  - e > s. Thus the alterations re- 
quired while shortening any A t can  always be performed (no matter 
whether arcs are open or closed). 
Suppose that A i is being extended (symmetrically out from its mid- 
point) to unit length and that at first other arcs are left fixed. Eventual- 
ly, there is a problem because further extension would cause either 
(a) A t to have a common clockwise (or counterclockwise) endpolnt 
with some other arc A 1, or 
(b) a new overlap to be created between A z and some arc A k . In case 
(a), since the length of Az is less than 1, the length of Aj must be less 
than 1 and we can extend Aj as we extend A t (again, extendmg Aj 
might create new case (a) or (b) situations). In case (b), let us assume 
the overlap created would be at the clockwise endpoint ofA t. We try 
to shorten A k to keep from overlapping the extending A i. IrA k is of 
unit length, the whole arc must be moved in the clockwise direction. 
This movement may cause case (a) and case (b) situations at the clock- 
wise end of A k . The argument continues analogously to the previous 
shortening case, but now a (n, k)-independent set is the only possible 
source of difficulties in case (b). 
Combining Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 4,3, we get a structure theorem 
for unit circular-arc graphs (since a sgl subgraph is a CI(3,  1 ) subgraph, 
the exclusion of sg I * subgraphs from unit circular-arc graphs is redun- 
dant). 
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